
100\ "'Olinic(;¥'Z and other . Notes 

The finding of living fly larvre and pupm in such numbers in manure 
heaps is especially remarkable on account of the extreme cold during the' 
late winter when from 18 to 20 degrees of frost were e~:perienced, for many 
days. . 

If these assumptions are correct it" would appear that manure heaps 
. may be a' source of danger at any time of the year, and if the spread of . 

flies is to be prevented, manure sho:uld either'be burnt, or spread out in 
thin layers; dumping in t~e immediate vicinity of caplps and buildings 
should be avoided. Covering over the heaps with earth, or sowing' the 
surface with grass or other seeds, would appear to be of doubtful value 

. once eggs are deposited in the manure. ." 
In the month of March, the presence ohliving fly larvm was demon

strated in a. mixture_,of earth and human excreta made six months 
. previously; it would seem therefore that reliance cannot always be, pla~ed 
on the method of disposal in shallow trench latrines asa preventive of fly 
breeding; in some soils the disappearance of excreta is slow., ' 

Further investigations on this subject are proceeding. 

A FEW NOTES ON THE VENEREAL DIVISION OF GENERAL 
HOSPITAL, ALEXAND~IA. 

By CAPTAIN W. C. JARDIN'E. 

Roya;l A1'1ny Medical Corps: 
Officer in Charge .. 

OWING to the large number of troops in Egypt the question of dealing 
with admissions from venereal disease became an important one, and it 
was considered advisable by the D.M.S., the Force in Egypt (Surgeon
General Sir R. W. Ford, KC.M.G.,·C.B., D.S.O., A.M.S.), to open a central 
:venereal hospital in Alexandria, for the treatment of all cases of venereal 
disease occurring amongst British troops in' Cairo, Alexandria and sur
rounding camps. It was considered that the treatment of these 9ases in one 
central hospital would be more successful and uniform than if all hospitals 
treated their own admissions for venereal disease, and this has un~oubtedly . 
proved to be the case. To open this hospital as quickly as possible' and 
at the same time to utilize themedical personnel and equipment at pre'sent 
existing, it was decided to make the .venereal hospital ~ division of it 

General Hospital under the command of Colonele. W. R. Healey, A.M.,S. 
This divisio~ opened in' J a'nuary, 1916; with accommodation. for 

patients inE.P.I.P. tents apd in huts. 

STAFF. 

When the hospital isJull one medical officer is detailed to every 100 
venereal patient,s,·but this percentage is reduced as the number of patients 

/ 
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Olinical 'and other Notes' 101 
, " 

in hospital decreases" the 'medical officers not required being returned for 
temporary duty to the' General HO,spital. The number of orderlies 
required to carry on the work efficiently is five to six per cent of the 
patients; this of course includes clerks, ,cooks, pack store, linen store and 
sanitary men. 

, Six Arabs are employed for doing the rough and very dirty work; such 
as cleaning the latrines, picking up paper, carrying dirty dressings to the 
incinerator and emptying night urine buckets. 

PATIENTS. ' 

The patients ar.e not asked to do regular hard work, but they are held 
, responsible for the tidiness and cleanliness of their tents or huts and the 

ground" surrounding them. They also carry on stretchers any patients 
, who are not able to walk up to the dressing roonis; they also help in the 

dining hall and kitchens. ' 

DUTIES' AND DISCIPLINE. 

The N .0.0. patients wear their chevrons, and on them falls to a 
'cer,tain extent the responsibility of good order being maintained in the 
comp-ound. A patient N .0.0. is put in charge of the 'patients in each tent 
or hut and is held responsible for their good conduct. He has orders to 
detail one or more men daily toact.as, hut or tent orderlies, whose duties, 
consist in sweeping, or} scrubbing out ,the tent ,or hut, drawing bed 
patients' meals and returning all bed patients' dirty dishes to the dining-
hall scullery.' ' , 

The senior N.O.O. patient i§lput in charge of the outside of the tents 
and buts and the surrounding grounds. He has power to f!)oll in a 
fatigue party of patients to do any pioneer work, such as generally cleaning 
up, adjusting guy ropes, etc.' ' 

There is a, detention compound into which patients who commit. 
serious breache's of discipline are put, the charges being forwarded to the 
Officer Oo~manding of the man's unit on discharge. ' .' 

Patients undergoing septElllces are kept also in this compound. . , . 
FEEDING ARRANGEMENTS. 

) 

With an occasional exc.eption, the patients are fed on one of the 
following diets:' (1) Ordinary ;(2) milk. , 

Ordinary.-'-This diet is given to all patients who are up and going 
'about. Thel;le patients eat all their meals in the dining 'hall, to which _ 
they are called at meal times by a bugle. The only extra allowed to 
this diet at first was cocoa, but, as some of the patients put-in a strong 
complaint that the food was not sufficient,a further l pound of brea!l, 
~ ounce of butter anli 2 ounces of jam were allowed. 

Milk.-This is given to' all patients who are in bed. They eat this in 
their tents or buts, the foo,d being carried to them by the hut or ,tent 
orderlies for the day. 

,-
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102 Olinical and other Notes 

N.B.-The Government issue of tobacco and matches is issued to all 
. patients who wish it. 

THE DINING HALL. 

A Royal Army Medical Corps non-commissioned officer is put in 
charge of this and is responsible ~or the issuing of all food. He is 
assisted in this work by a voluntary fatigue party of patients, to join 
which there seems to be considerable competition. Each ta-ble seats 
eighteen persons, i.e., ,the occupants of two E.P.I.P. tents, and has 
stencilled on the wall above it the numbers of the two tents whose 
occupants sit there. 

By making the patients sit at the tables by tents we found that the 
food was more evenly served, there 'was not any rush. for seats, and that 
the N.C.O. patient in charge of the tent could, by being with his own 
men, keep better order. 

The food is served in the kitchen in large hot-water diet tins,one for 
each table, the N.C.O. in charge of the dining hall having previously 

. notified the sergeant cook how many diets are required for each. 
The senior N.C.O. at the table then issues the food to the patients; 
Attached to the dining hall' is a' large scullery, in' which' all the 

washing up is done. The patients are not allowed to take their plates 
out of the dining hall, nor are they allowed to wash them themselves, 
on account of a certain type of patient neglecting to wash his plate 
thoroughly or not at all, and thereby decoying a number of fiies, which 
at certain seasons are very plentiful in this district, into his' tent. 

L,ATRINES" ABLUTION BENCHES AND BATHS. . 

The block of buildings containing these conveniences is divided into 
two parts, each of which contains eighteen w.c.'s, six shower baths, one 
plunge bath, a three-stall urinal, and a long ablution bench. 

The gonorrhooal patients use one part, the syphilis, venereal sore and 
soft chancre the other. When ,the hospital first opened the w.c.'s were 
provid'ed with the usual tip-up wooden seats over the porcelain pans, but 

, these had to be removed as some of the patient's, fearing infection from 
their friends, kept soiling them by adopting Nature's posture on the top 
of the w.c.'s. The inmates' now fearlessly sit on the rim of the porcelain 
pan knowing that it is frequently washed with cresol. . 

LAUNDRY. 

The linen is now washed at the laundry of the General Hospital. All 
clothing from the venereal compound is stamped with a " V " so that it, 
can easily be distinguished from the rest of the hospital things. Patients 
get a clean change of linen, etc., once a week or oftener if necessary, and' 
all articles are disinfected by being put through a steam disinfect or before 
being sent to the laundry, and articles baoly soiled by blood or pus 
being soaked in cold water before steaming to avoid fj.xing of the stains. 
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Olinical a1J,d other Notes 103 

RECREATIONS. 

,The men are provided with a recreation hut, whi~h has been furnished 
with all kinds of games, literature and stationery by the Red Cross 
Association. The recent addition of a piano pas been a great boon. A 
Circulating Library is ru~ from the Recreation Hut, thus enabling 
men to take books to quiet spots and read if so inclined. 

\. MEDICAL TREATMENT. 

Dressings.-All dressings, local applications, etc., ani done in the 
dressing-rooms, of which we. have four unger .the supervision of the 
medical officers. Arrangements are made by which each medical officer 
has the lise of a room for a certain period each day, and during that 
period his orderly marches' up all patients who' require dressings, those 
who are unable to'walkbeing carried on stretchers~ 

DIAGNOSIS OF VENEREAL DISEASES. 

. ' { Syphilis. 
Venereal sores' Soft chancre. 

Possibly as a result of the lectures on venereal disease which have 
been given to troops in Egypt, and of the stories told by the venereal· 
patients on discharge from hospital, we find that the soldiers report sick 

, very early, in fact usual~y as soon as the sore appears. On this account 
'we rely a' great deal on our bacter:iologist for an early diagnosis of 
syphilis. Cases with well· marked secondaries are diagnosed clinically 
ana put under treatment at once. Cases on admission who are suffering 
from a sore or sores only ar,e divided into two classes :-

(1) Those who have had no treatment at, all, local' or general. 
(2) Those who have had treatment, local or general. 
(1) Those of this class are,dressed with saline, solution on the night of 

admission and are sent to,the bacteriologist next morning for an examina
tion of the exudate. 

(a) If the spirochoote is found the patient is put under anti-syphilitic 
treatment. 

(b) If no spirochootes are discovered, the person,pro tem., is diagnosed 
soft chancre, but if before the sore heals and the man is fit for discharge, 
any suspicious syphilis symptoms appear aW assermann is qone, and the 
diagnosis confirmed or corrected according to the result. ' 

(2) (a) Those of this class who have had simple antiseptic 'dressings 
are dressed in 'salines for a week and then are treated as Class 1. 
, (b) Those whose local'application has taken the form of cauterizing, or 

have had 'a long course of local treatment, have a Wassermann done. 
(c) Any man who has a sore and has had any general treatment 

(mercurial) is diagnosed as syphilis and, continues with th.e treatment. 
N .B.-The examination of the exudate is done by dark-ground 

illumination. 
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104 Clinical and other Notes 

GONORRH<EA. 

Acute.-This as ,a rule, presents little difficulty, the man usually 
admitting exposure and givipg a typical history. A few men with profuse 
urethral yellow discharge denied exposure and gave various curious 
explanations for its presence. Gonococci were found in all these ca'ses 
except in one-a very young Colonial-who absolutely denied having ever 
exposed himself. As his condition cleared up in a few days with simple 
irrigation, he was discharged as non-venereal. ' 

Ohronic and Recurrent.-The majority or this class of case admit a 
previous attack, and the few who do not, as a rule, admit it when as a 
result of vigorous prostatic massage they see the discharge appearing. 

A microscopic examination_of'the secretion of the prostate 9f all men 
with" gleet " who deny venereal disease is made, and, the diagnosis made 
on the result (vide below). ' 

Careful digital examination of the prostate and, bacteriological'ex
amination of the secretion after massage. usually clear up any difficulty 
in diagnosis. The urethroscope sometimes gives very valuable informa
tion which explains the persistence of the discharge. 

, TREATMENT OF VENEREAL DrSl!)ASE. 

, (1) Syphilis. The Sore.-This is always dressed ,by, or under the' 
supe~vision ,of the medical officer in the dressing-room in which aseptic 
or antiseptic precautions can be observed.' In most cases the sores are 
treated early and heal_up under general anti-syphilitic treatment, plus a 
simple mercurial local dressing, in two or three weeks. Some sores have 
presented considerable resistance to treatment, ,our experience of these 
cases being that if the sore is not in an excisable position the best treat
ment is to ionize with 1-1,000 lotio hydrarg., and later to paint with 
zinc. sulph., gr. x ad:3i. 

The Mouth.-All syphilitic patients are warned that neglect of the 
mouth may lead to loss of health i,n addition to interfering with their 
treatment and prolonging their stay in hospital. A simple antiseptic 
tooth powder is prescribed for patients who require it, and we issue 
brushes to those who have none and replace defective ones. ' 

General: Salvarsan, mercury~ , 
Salvwrsan.-The usual course, given, when the case is got early,' is 

two injections (each 0'6 gramme),with ~n interval of at }east fourteen 
days between them, but men who report sick i!l the secondary stage get 
three injections each 0'6 gramme. A certain number of patients-cop. 
sidered unfit for a full dose/are given several small doses of 0,3 gramme _ 
until the requisite amount considered necessary for the case has been 
administered. ' ' 
, , Preparation -of Patient.--c-All patients 'are carefully examined for 
nephritis, phthisis, arterioscierosis and cardiac affections and the dose the 
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Clinical and other Notes 105 

patient will tolerate determined by the result. The patient is given a 
sharp purge the night before and put on milk diet for 'twelve hours before 
and. twenty-four hours after the injection. 
. The Solution.-The solution is prepared by dissolving 0'6 gramme in 
'100 cubic centimetres sterile distllIed water, neutralizing with a four per 
cent solution sod. hydrate, and then adding 0·8 per cent warm saline 
solution till the total equals 250 cubic centimetres. 

The Injection.-This is given in- the salvarsan room .. This room· is 
fitted up with four complete salvarsan outfits' and each 'medical officeris 
allotted cert!iin days and hours during which he may use one. The 
injection is given intravenously in the usual way-a preliminary injection 
of saline being given through the needle to ensure that the salvarsan will 
go into the vein. -

After-Tredtment.-The·patient is put to bed and ordered to remain 
there till next morning. . 

Results of Injections.--:ln the majority of cases the patient makes no 
complaint after his injection, in fact he, as a rule, grunibles at having to 
stay in bed. Some develop temperatures. with vomiting and diarrhcea 
(this was specially noticeable after the use 9f one lot of kharsavan) and a 
few develop erythematous or urticarial rashes . 

. Mercury.-In addition to the course of salvarsan each patient is given 
9 grains of mercury intramuscularly, either as six weekly injections' of 
It grains.or nine weekly injections of 1 grain, or a mixture of these doses 
according to the weight of the patient" and the tolerance he shows for the 
drug. . I 

The preparation of mercury used is the ordinary' grey oil (one grain 
hydrarg. in ten mini~s) .. 

. The inj~ction is ma~e deep into the upper part of the gluteaLinuscles. 
Res7tlts _ of Injections.--:-The majority of patients suffer little incon

venience from their mercury' beyond a little stiffness and tenderness. 
A certain percentage 'develop gingivitis-especially men with septic 
mouths, and a few develop nephritis (slight), which soon clears up under· 
general treatment and stoppage of the mercury for a week or two.' The 
most alarming symptoms after injection of the drug which has been 
observed in this hospita~ is cardiac dilatation with marked tachycardia. 
Two patients exhibited this phenomenon to such an extent that for a few 
days fears as to their recovery were entertained. The condition in both 
cases came ori suddenly and in neither case could other signs of 
mercurialism be detected~ Bot.h patients were transferred froni the V. 
Compound to a cool ward in the General Hospital and under general 
medical treatinent happily made a speedy recovery. Two or thr~e men 
have' developed tempe~atures and headaches ,after each inj"ection of 
one grain. They tolerated the· drug so badly that they were given an 
extra'salvarsan injection and. received the rest of the mercury due by' . 
inunction. 
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SYPHILIS OVT-PATIENTS. 

'. As soon as a mail has had his two salvarsan injections and three'injec
tions of mercury he is discharged from hospital for duty temporary class 
"B." provided that he is free from infection. These men at:e attached to one 
of the detail camps where they do light duty, e.g., gua'rds and pickets, 
and they attend each Friday morning for further treatment until 
completion of their course of mercury. One medical officer or more if. 
necessary is detailed each week to attend to these out-patients. He first 
ex:amines them for mouth trouble and excuses any whom he does not 
consider fit to have an injection, marking mercurialism on the man's 
A.F.r. 1238. He then examines all their urines-admitting any who 
have albumin-arid administers the necessary dose to those who are fit. 
The men then return to their camp for further duty. To ensure that 
Officers Commanding det'ail camps allow the men to attend hospital each 
man is given a chit (specimen below) requesting that the man may attend .. 

[Specimen of' ",Chit."] 
The Officer Commanding Base Details, 

...................... 
No ....... Rank ......... ; ... Name ......... · ....... Unit~ ........... .. 

The ·above.mentioned man has had part of his anti· syphilitic treatment. He is 
free from infection and fit for temporary Class" B " duty,. He should report to me 
every Friday morning at 9 a.m. for further treatment until completion of course, please. 

Venereal Division, Capt. R.A.M.C., 
General Hospital, Officer in Charge, 

Victoria College, . Venereal Division, 
Alexandria . 

••............. . 1916. 

This system of running an out-patients' 'department has:worked very 
well, the men repo~ting regularly for treatment. Early in the year, when 
troops were being moved about, we' lost a few men. who had not completed 
their full course of mercury, but as all these men have tneir A.F.r. 1238 
with them 01' with their regimental medical officers they probably would 
get'the remaining doses on arrival overseas. The advantages gained by 
getting the convalescent syphilis cases out of hospital early is obvious. 

RECORD OF SYPHILITIC CASES. 

. . An improvised syphilis register is kept, in which is noted the dose 
and date of each'injection of salvarsan and the amount of mercury given 
to each patient. An A.F.r. 1238 is made out for each man in the usual 
way. 'fhese A.F.'s I. 1238 if). the case of the British troops are sent to the 
D.D.M.S. linE)s of communication, Cairo, monthly when ·the treatment 
is complete. In the case of Australian 'and New Zealand troops they 
are sent to the medical officer in charge or their base training depot. at. 
Tel-el-Kebir, as all Australian and New; Zealand patients discharged from. 
hospital are SeBt to those depots. 

GONORRH<EA. 

. In the acute stages the men are kept in bed on a milk diet for a few 
. days and then let up on ordinary, so generally speaking our gonorrhooa 
patients get cured on a diet which contains meat. 
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Qlinical a'lJ,d other-' Notes 107 , / 

Drugs.-The use of d~ugs per orem, such as ~l: santaJe a'nd copaiba, 
is rarely resorted to. New medical officers sometimes will prescribe 
them for a period, but they very soon recognize that man's stomach is 
easily enough upset in this climate without throwing on it the extra' 
strain of negotiating these medicines. Mist. hexam'ethylenetetramine is 
used a lot and does not appear to' cause gastric disturbances. 

Irrigations.':"-All gonorrhooa patients irrigate, from the day ofadmis
sion, one, two or three times daily according to neGessity, the medical 
officer being the jUdge. The irrigation fluid is warm 1 in 10,000 lot. 
pot. permang., the hot water being obtained' from Soyers.' stoves. Each, 
patient is taught the al·t of irrigation by the medical officer or by the 
trained Royal Army Medical Corps orderlies in charge of the irrigation 
roam. 

The Irrigation Room.-'-This contains eighteen stalls, each of which is 
fitted up with an ordinary douche can (~hich hangs tlix feet six inches 
from the ground) r~bber tUbing with stop cock, a waterproof apron, and a 
small 'wooden stool.- A part of this room is set apart as a sterilizing and 
injection room. The nozzles used are Maiocchis metal double channel, 
and for aseptic reasons we have in use twice as many nozzles as douche 
cans. The Royal Army Medical Corps orderly has a nominal'roll of all 
patients on irrigation. On this roll are stated the following particulars: 
No, Name, Tent,Numbe~ ~f irriga~ions daily, Irrigation fluid, Injection 
fluid. The irrigation room is opened thre~ times daily at the following 
nours :9.15 to 11.30 a.m., 2.30 to 3,45-p.m., 6 to 7.30 p.m. Patients 
for irrigation are paraded outside the room. Eighteen men go in and 

. each takes a douche can from a stall. Each fills this with warm water 
from a Soyers' stove, and then goes to the orderly, who puts in the requisite 
amount of lot. pot. permang., and hands to ·the·. patient a sterilized 
Maiocchis nozzle. l'he patient then takes his outfit to his stall, hangs up 
the douche can and irrigates. When finished he detaches the nozzle froni 
the rubber tubing and hands it to .the orderly for sterilization. He then . 
gets a urethral injection of :---:-

Lot. zinc. sulph., gr. j ad 3 j, 
or ·Lot. ac. picric, 1 per cent solution, 
or. Protargol, t per cent to 1 per cent solution, 
or ,Eusol, 0'25 per cent, . 

ac~ording to the state of his disease and the fancy of his medical cifficer. 
The second batch go through the same procedure, only that they use the 
other set of nozzles; those used for the first batch being boiled in the 
me!j.ntime for the third and soon.' Men who f~il to attend for irrigation 
are punished. , 

.Prostatic Massage.-This is carried out in cases suffering 'from sub
" acute and clironfc posterior urethritis by either the medical ()fficers or 

nursing orderlies and the results certainly justify the time and labour 
expended. ~ , 

,/ 
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108 Olinical and other Notes 

Ionization.-Ionization of the posterior urethra with zinc. sui ph. 
t per cent solution is used butcnot generally ip. chronic' post-urethritis. 
Amongst other -methods used in chronic cases are dilatation with large -
bougies and the use of the water-heated bougie. 

Vaccines.~Obstinate sub-acute and chronic cases are treated with 
yaccines, which are made in our own laboratories. 

Test of Oure.-Assoon as a gonorrhcea case rElports that he has 
been free from discharge for two days his trimtmerit is stopped, and he is 
ordered to hold his morning urine till the medical officer or the assistant 
wardmaster se~ds' for him to pass it in the urine testing-room (this is 
very easily done in this climate). If the specimen is free from threads 
or " floaters" he is ordered to repeat this i~ two days. If this second 
specimen is satisfactory he is discharged_ If the first specimen is ,not 
free from threads he is put back on treatment for a few days and if still 
free from discharge has another attempt to pass what he calls a " water 
test." Cases of "gleet "who suffer from an early morning bead are 
treated with irrigation!;, massage, vaccines, etc., but {f the case is' one of 

'long standing we do not insist on a cessation of the discharge as a cure. 
These patients' have their prostates vigorously massaged and a smear is 
made of the resulting !lecretions. If, on examination of this slide, the 
bacteriologist finds no gonococci, the patient is sent out to duty. _ 

Soft Ohancres.-These are treated on general surgical Jines~the anti
septic used being mercurial.' The best results here are obtained by 
ionizing the sore with 1-1,000 10t~ hydrarg. perch. and-if it is indolent, 

-stimulating it with lot. zinc. sulpho gr. x ad 3i. 
DURATION IN HOSPITAL. 

The average period in hospital for patients has been: Syphilis; thirty
nine days ; gonorrhcea, thirty -four days; soft chancre,' thirty days.-

, 'AN OUTBREAK OF INFECTIOUS JAUNDICE OCCURRING 
AMONG THE SOLDIERS OF THE BRITISH FORCES. 

By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL GRAHAM CHAMBERS. 
Canadian General H08pital. 

DURING the months of November and December, 1915,201 cases of 
"jaundice" were admitted to a Canadian General Hospital. This afforded 
us an excellent opportunity for'the study of the disease. Unfortunately 
at the time we were not in a position to carry on a very careful study 
owing partly to the great number of patients who were being admitted 
every day, and partly to our hospital not having, had 'sufficient time for 
full establishment. We did, however, make a few observations which 
we think worthy of mention. 
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